MUNICIPAL BOND INSURANCE COMMITMENT
ISSUER:

City of Charles Town, West Virginia

MEMBER:

City of Charles Town, West Virginia

Effective Date:

November 27, 2018

Expiration Date:

February 24, 2019

BONDS:

Combined Waterworks and Sewerage System Revenue Bonds,
Series 2018 B
in aggregate principal amount not to exceed $3,125,000

Insurance Payment:

0.500% of the Total Debt Service on the Bonds

BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY (“BAM”) hereby commits, subject to
the terms and conditions contained herein or added hereto, to issue its Municipal Bond Insurance
Policy (the “Policy”) relating to the Bonds referenced above (the “Bonds”) issued by or on
behalf of the Member. To keep this Commitment in effect after the Expiration Date set forth
above, a written request for renewal must be submitted to BAM prior to such Expiration Date.
BAM reserves the right to grant or deny a renewal in its sole discretion.
THE MUNICIPAL BOND INSURANCE POLICY SHALL BE ISSUED IF THE FOLLOWING
CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED:
1.
The documents to be executed and delivered in connection with the issuance and sale of
the Bonds (collectively, the “Security Documents”), shall not contain any untrue or misleading
statement of a material fact and shall not fail to state a material fact necessary in order to make
the information contained therein not misleading.
2.
No event shall occur which would permit any underwriter or purchaser of the Bonds,
otherwise required, not to be required to underwrite or purchase the Bonds on the date scheduled
for the issuance and delivery thereof (the “Closing Date”).
3.
As of the Closing Date, there shall have been no material adverse change in, as to or
affecting (i) the Member or the Bonds, including, without limitation, the security for the Bonds
or (ii) any disclosure document relating to the Bonds (including any financial statements and

other information included or incorporated by reference therein) (the “Official Statement”), the
Security Documents to be executed and delivered with respect to the Bonds, any project to be
financed with the proceeds of the Bonds (if applicable), the legal opinions to be delivered in
connection with the issuance and sale of the Bonds, or any other information submitted to BAM
with respect to the issuance and sale of the Bonds, including the proposed debt service schedule
of the Bonds, from information previously provided to BAM in writing.
4.
The applicable Security Documents shall contain the document provisions set forth in
Exhibit A hereto and shall be in form and substance acceptable to BAM. No variation shall be
permitted therefrom except as specifically approved by BAM in writing prior to the Closing
Date.
5.
The Bonds shall contain no reference to BAM, the Policy or the insurance evidenced
thereby except as may be approved in writing by BAM. BOND PROOFS SHALL BE
APPROVED IN WRITING BY BAM PRIOR TO PRINTING. The Bonds shall bear a
Statement of Insurance in the form found on BAM’s website (www.buildamerica.com) and in
Exhibit B hereto entitled “DOCUMENT, PRINTING AND DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
FOR PUBLIC FINANCE TRANSACTIONS”.
6.
The Official Statement shall contain the language provided by BAM and only such other
references to BAM as BAM shall supply or approve in writing, and BAM shall be provided with
final drafts of any preliminary and final Official Statement at least two business days prior to
printing/electronic posting. BAM SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH AN ELECTRONIC COPY
OF THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT SEVEN (7) DAYS PRIOR TO CLOSING, unless BAM
shall agree in writing to a shorter period.
7.

BAM shall be provided with:

(a)
Copies of all Security Document drafts prepared subsequent to the date of this
Commitment (blacklined to reflect all revisions from previously reviewed drafts) for review and
approval. Final drafts of such documents shall be provided at least three (3) business days prior
to the issuance of the Policy, unless BAM shall agree in writing to a shorter period. Copies of all
drafts of the Security Documents shall be delivered to the BAM contacts specified in Exhibit 1.
(b)
Copies of any consulting reports, feasibility studies, rate reports, engineer’s
reports or similar expert reports for review and approval, along with any revisions thereto
(blacklined to reflect all revisions from previously reviewed drafts). Final drafts of such
documents shall be provided at least three (3) business days prior to the issuance of the Policy,
unless BAM shall agree in writing to a shorter period.
(c)
The amortization schedule for, and final maturity date of, the Bonds, which
schedule shall be acceptable to BAM. Please be aware that BAM will only insure fixed rate
Bonds.

(d)
A No-Litigation Certificate or a description of any material pending litigation
relating to the Member or the Bonds and any opinions BAM shall request in connection
therewith.
(e)
A description of any material change in the Member’s financial position from and
after the date of the financial statements provided to BAM.
(f)
Executed copies of all Security Documents, the Official Statement and the various
legal opinions delivered in connection with the issuance and sale of the Bonds (which shall be
dated the Closing Date and which, except for the opinions of counsel relating to the adequacy of
disclosure, shall be addressed to BAM or accompanied by a letter of such counsel permitting
BAM to rely on such opinion as if such opinion were addressed to BAM), including, without
limitation, the unqualified approving opinion of bond counsel, in form and substance satisfactory
to BAM. The foregoing shall be in form and substance acceptable to BAM. (For your
information, the form of legal opinion, primary market disclosure certificate and officer’s
certificate to be delivered by BAM at Closing is attached hereto as Exhibit C.)
(g)
Evidence of wire transfer in federal funds of an amount equal to the Insurance
Payment, unless alternative arrangements for the payment of such amount acceptable to BAM
have been made prior to the Closing Date.
8.
Promptly, but in no event more than thirty (30) days after the Closing Date, BAM shall
receive two (2) CD-ROMs, which contain the final closing transcript of proceedings or if CDROMs are not available, such other electronic form as BAM shall accept.
9.
To maintain this commitment until the Expiration Date set forth above, BAM must
receive a copy of the signature page of this Commitment fully executed by an authorized officer
of the undersigned by the earlier of the date on which the
Official Statement containing disclosure language regarding BAM is circulated and ten (10) days
after the date of this Commitment.
REPRESENTATION AND AGREEMENT BY BAM
(a)
BAM is a mutual insurance corporation organized under the laws of, and
domiciled in, the State of New York.
(b)
BAM covenants that it will only insure obligations of states, political
subdivisions, an integral part of states or political subdivisions or entities otherwise eligible for
the exclusion of income under Section 115 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or
any successor thereto.
(c)

BAM covenants that it will not seek to convert to a stock insurance corporation.

(d)
The issuance of the Policy qualifies the Member as a member of BAM until the
Bonds are no longer outstanding. As a member of BAM, the Member is entitled to certain rights
and privileges as provided in BAM’s charter and by-laws and as may otherwise be provided

under New York law, including the right to receive dividends if and when declared by BAM’s
Board of Directors. No dividends have been paid to date, and BAM has no current expectation
that any dividends will be paid.
(e)

The Policy is non-assessable and creates no contingent mutual liability.

(f)

Refundings.

If (1) the Security Documents relating to the Bonds permit a legal defeasance
(such that the bonds are no longer treated as outstanding under the Security Documents), (2)
refunding bonds (“Refunding Bonds”) will be issued for the purpose of legally defeasing such
then outstanding BAM-insured Bonds (in this context, the “Refunded Bonds”) and (3) upon their
issuance (A) such Refunding Bonds have a final maturity date that is not later than the final
Maturity Date of the Refunded Bonds, (B) the average annual debt service on the Refunding
Bonds does not exceed the average annual debt service on the Refunded Bonds, and (C) the net
proceeds of such Refunding Bonds are applied solely towards the legal defeasance of the
Refunded Bonds and related costs of issuance, then, if BAM is requested to, and in its sole
discretion determines to, offer a municipal bond insurance policy covering the Refunding Bonds
(the “Refunding Policy”) BAM will credit the then available Member Surplus Contribution for
the Refunded Bonds against the insurance payment then charged with respect to the Refunding
Bonds (proportionate to the amount of Refunding Bonds insured by BAM). If the Security
Documents are silent on the matter of a legal defeasance, BAM may, in its sole and absolute
discretion, accept such certificates, opinions and reports from or on behalf of the Member in
connection with the issuance of such Refunding Bonds in order to establish to its satisfaction that
the Refunding Bonds will be issued to retire the outstanding Refunded Bonds and that the
Refunding Bonds comply with the criteria set forth in clause (3) of the preceding sentence for the
purpose of determining whether a supplemental Member Surplus Contribution is or is not
required to be made at that time.
BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL
ASSURANCE COMPANY

_________________________________
Authorized Officer
November 27, 2018
Date

___

AGREED AND ACCEPTED
1. The undersigned agrees and accepts the conditions set forth above and further agrees that
(i) if the Bonds (and any of the Bonds to be issued on the same date and for which BAM has
issued a commitment) are insured by a policy of municipal bond insurance, such insurance shall
be provided by BAM in accordance with the terms of this Commitment; (ii) it has made an
independent investigation and decision as to whether to insure the payment when due of the
principal of and interest on the Bonds and whether the Policy is appropriate or proper for it based
upon its judgment and upon advice from such legal and financial advisers as it has deemed
necessary; (iii) BAM has not made, and therefore it is not relying on, any recommendation from
BAM that the Bonds be insured or that a Policy be obtained, it being understood and agreed that
any communications from BAM (whether written or oral) referring to, containing information
about or negotiating the terms and conditions of the Policy, and any related insurance document
or the documentation governing the Bonds, do not constitute a recommendation to insure the
Bonds or obtain the Policy; (iv) the undersigned acknowledges that BAM has not made any
representation, warranty or undertaking, and has not given any assurance or guaranty, in each
case, expressed or implied, as to its future financial strength or the rating of BAM’s financial
strength by the rating agency; (v) the undersigned acknowledges that a credit or claims-paying
rating of BAM assigned by a Rating Agency reflects only the views of, and an explanation of the
significance of any such rating may be obtained only from, the assigning Rating Agency, any
such rating may change or be suspended, placed under review or withdrawn by such Rating
Agency if circumstances so warrant, and BAM compensates a Rating Agency to maintain a
credit or claims-paying ability rating thereon, but such payment is not in exchange for any
specific rating or for a rating within any particular range; (vi) the undersigned acknowledges that
BAM may in its sole and absolute discretion at any time request that a Rating Agency withdraw
any rating maintained in respect of BAM; and (vii) BAM has made no representation that any
dividend will be declared or paid while the Bonds are outstanding, the undersigned has no reason
for expecting that any dividend will be declared or paid and the potential receipt of any dividend
was not a reason for acquiring the Policy.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, upon issuance of the Policy, the
provisions set forth under subparagraphs (ii) through (vii) above and the representations and
agreements of BAM shall survive the expiration or termination of this Commitment.

CITY OF CHARLES TOWN, WEST VIRGINIA

By:________________________
Authorized Officer
___________________________
Date

EXHIBIT A
DOCUMENT PROVISIONS

EXHIBIT A

GENERAL REVENUE BOND TRANSACTION DOCUMENT
PROVISIONS
The following terms and provisions (the “Insurer Provisions”) shall be incorporated
into the Security Documents. If the Insurer Provisions are attached to any of the
Security Document as an exhibit, such Security Document shall include a provision
that incorporates by reference the Insurer Provisions directly into the Security
Documents. The Insurer Provisions shall control and supersede any conflicting or
inconsistent provisions in the Security Documents.
1) Notice and Other Information to be given to BAM. The [Issuer] [Obligor] will
provide BAM with all notices and other information it is obligated to provide (i)
under its Continuing Disclosure Agreement and (ii) to the holders of Insured
Obligations or the Trustee under the Security Documents.
The notice address of BAM is: Build America Mutual Assurance Company, 200
Liberty Street, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10281, Attention: Surveillance, Re: Policy
No. ________, Telephone: (212) 235-2500, Telecopier: (212) 235-1542, Email:
notices@buildamerica.com. In each case in which notice or other communication
refers to an event of default or a claim on the Policy, then a copy of such notice or
other communication shall also be sent to the attention of the General Counsel at the
same address and at claims@buildamerica.com or at Telecopier: (212) 235-5214 and
shall be marked to indicate “URGENT MATERIAL ENCLOSED.”
2) Defeasance. The investments in the defeasance escrow relating to Insured Obligation
shall be limited to non-callable, direct obligations of the United States of America and
securities fully and unconditionally guaranteed as to the timely payment of principal
and interest by the United States of America, or as otherwise maybe authorized under
State law and approved by BAM.
At least (three) 3 Business Days prior to any defeasance with respect to the Insured
Obligations, the Issuer shall deliver to BAM draft copies of an escrow agreement, an
opinion of bond counsel regarding the validity and enforceability of the escrow
agreement and the defeasance of the Insured Obligations, a verification report (a
“Verification Report”) prepared by a nationally recognized independent financial
analyst or firm of certified public accountants regarding the sufficiency of the escrow
fund. Such opinion and Verification Report shall be addressed to BAM and shall be
in form and substance satisfactory to BAM. In addition, the escrow agreement shall
provide that:
a) Any substitution of securities following the execution and delivery of the escrow
agreement shall require the delivery of a Verification Report, an opinion of bond

counsel that such substitution will not adversely affect the exclusion (if interest on
the Insured Obligations is excludable) from gross income of the holders of the
Insured Obligations of the interest on the Insured Obligations for federal income
tax purposes and the prior written consent of BAM, which consent will not be
unreasonably withheld.
b) The [Issuer] [Obligor] will not exercise any prior optional redemption of Insured
Obligations secured by the escrow agreement or any other redemption other than
mandatory sinking fund redemptions unless (i) the right to make any such
redemption has been expressly reserved in the escrow agreement and such
reservation has been disclosed in detail in the official statement for the refunding
bonds, and (ii) as a condition to any such redemption there shall be provided to
BAM a Verification Report as to the sufficiency of escrow receipts without
reinvestment to meet the escrow requirements remaining following any such
redemption.
c) The [Issuer] [Obligor] shall not amend the escrow agreement or enter into a
forward purchase agreement or other agreement with respect to rights in the
escrow without the prior written consent of BAM.
3) Trustee and Paying Agent.
a) BAM shall receive prior written notice of any name change of the trustee (the
“Trustee”) or, if applicable, the paying agent (the “Paying Agent”) for the Insured
Obligations or the resignation or removal of the Trustee or, if applicable, the
Paying Agent. Any Trustee must be (A) a national banking association that is
supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and has at least $250
million of assets, (B) a state-chartered commercial bank that is a member of the
Federal Reserve System and has at least $1 billion of assets, or (C) otherwise
approved by BAM in writing.
b) No removal, resignation or termination of the Trustee or, if applicable, the Paying
Agent shall take effect until a successor, meeting the requirements above or
acceptable to BAM, shall be qualified and appointed.
4) Amendments, Supplements and Consents. BAM’s prior written consent is required
for all amendments and supplements to the Security Documents, with the exceptions
noted below. The [Issuer] [Obligor] shall send copies of any such amendments or
supplements to BAM and the rating agencies which have assigned a rating to the
Insured Obligations.
a) Consent of BAM. Any amendments or supplements to the Security Documents
shall require the prior written consent of BAM with the exception of amendments
or supplements:
i.

To cure any ambiguity or formal defect or omissions or to correct any

inconsistent provisions in the transaction documents or in any supplement
thereto,
or
ii.

To grant or confer upon the holders of the Insured Obligations any
additional rights, remedies, powers, authority or security that may lawfully
be granted to or conferred upon the holders of the Insured Obligations, or

iii.

To add to the conditions, limitations and restrictions on the issuance of
bonds or other obligations under the provisions of the Security Documents
other conditions, limitations and restrictions thereafter to be observed, or

iv.

To add to the covenants and agreements of the [Issuer/Obligor] in the
Security Documents other covenants and agreements thereafter to be
observed by the [Issuer/Obligor] or to surrender any right or power therein
reserved to or conferred upon the [Issuer/Obligor].

v.

To issue additional parity debt in accordance with the requirements set
forth in the Security Documents (unless otherwise specified herein).

b) Consent of BAM in Addition to Bondholder Consent. Any amendment,
supplement, modification to, or waiver of, any of the Security Documents that
requires the consent of holders of the Insured Obligations or adversely affects the
rights or interests of BAM shall be subject to the prior written consent of BAM.
c) Insolvency. Any reorganization or liquidation plan with respect to the Issuer [or
Obligor] must be acceptable to BAM. The Trustee and each owner of the Insured
Obligations hereby appoint BAM as their agent and attorney-in-fact with respect
to the Insured Obligations and agree that BAM may at any time during the
continuation of any proceeding by or against the Issuer or Obligor under the
United States Bankruptcy Code or any other applicable bankruptcy, insolvency,
receivership, rehabilitation or similar law (an “Insolvency Proceeding”) direct all
matters relating to such Insolvency Proceeding, including without limitation, (A)
all matters relating to any claim or enforcement proceeding in connection with an
Insolvency Proceeding (a “Claim”), (B) the direction of any appeal of any order
relating to any Claim, (C) the posting of any surety, supersedeas or performance
bond pending any such appeal, and (D) the right to vote to accept or reject any
plan of adjustment. In addition, the Trustee and each owner of the Insured
Obligations delegate and assign to BAM, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
the rights of the Trustee and each owner of the Insured Obligations with respect to
the Insured Obligations in the conduct of any Insolvency Proceeding, including,
without limitation, all rights of any party to an adversary proceeding or action
with respect to any court order issued in connection with any such Insolvency
Proceeding.
d) Control by BAM Upon Default. Anything in the Security Documents to the
contrary notwithstanding, upon the occurrence and continuance of a default or an

event of default, BAM shall be entitled to control and direct the enforcement of
all rights and remedies granted to the holders of the Insured Obligations or the
Trustee or Paying Agent for the benefit of the holders of the Insured Obligations
under any Security Document. No default or event of default may be waived
without BAM’s written consent.
e) BAM as Owner. Upon the occurrence and continuance of a default or an event of
default, BAM shall be deemed to be the sole owner of the Insured Obligations for
all purposes under the Security Documents, including, without limitations, for
purposes of exercising remedies and approving amendments.
f) Consent of BAM for acceleration. BAM’s prior written consent is required as a
condition precedent to and in all instances of acceleration.
g) Grace Period for Payment Defaults. No grace period shall be permitted for
payment defaults on the Insured Obligations. No grace period for a covenant
default shall exceed 30 days without the prior written consent of BAM.
h) Special Provisions for Insurer Default. If an Insurer Default shall occur and be
continuing, then, notwithstanding anything in paragraphs 4(a)-(e) above to the
contrary, (1) if at any time prior to or following an Insurer Default, BAM has
made payment under the Policy, to the extent of such payment BAM shall be
treated like any other holder of the Insured Obligations for all purposes, including
giving of consents, and (2) if BAM has not made any payment under the Policy,
BAM shall have no further consent rights until the particular Insurer Default is no
longer continuing or BAM makes a payment under the Policy, in which event, the
foregoing clause (1) shall control. For purposes of this paragraph, “Insurer
Default” means: (A) BAM has failed to make any payment under the Policy
when due and owing in accordance with its terms; or (B) BAM shall
(i) voluntarily commence any proceeding or file any petition seeking relief under
the United States Bankruptcy Code or any other Federal, state or foreign
bankruptcy, insolvency or similar law, (ii) consent to the institution of or fail to
controvert in a timely and appropriate manner, any such proceeding or the filing
of any such petition, (iii) apply for or consent to the appointment of a receiver,
trustee, custodian, sequestrator or similar official for such party or for a
substantial part of its property, (iv) file an answer admitting the material
allegations of a petition filed against it in any such proceeding, (v) make a general
assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (vi) take action for the purpose of
effecting any of the foregoing; or (C) any state or federal agency or
instrumentality shall order the suspension of payments on the Policy or shall
obtain an order or grant approval for the rehabilitation, liquidation, conservation
or dissolution of BAM (including without limitation under the New York
Insurance Law).
5) Loan/Lease/Financing Agreement.

a) The security for the Insured Obligations shall include a pledge and assignment of
any agreement with any underlying obligor that is a source of payment for the
Insured Obligations (a “Financing Agreement”) and a default under any Financing
Agreement shall constitute an Event of Default under the Security Documents. In
accordance with the foregoing, any such Financing Agreement is hereby pledged
and assigned to the Trustee for the benefit of the holders of the Insured
Obligations.
b) Any payments by the Obligor under the Financing Agreement that will be applied
to the payment of debt service on the Insured Obligations shall be made directly
to the Trustee at least fifteen (15) days prior to each debt service payment date for
the Insured Obligations.
6) BAM As Third Party Beneficiary. BAM is recognized as and shall be deemed to be a
third party beneficiary of the Security Documents and may enforce the provisions of
the Security Documents as if it were a party thereto.
7) Payment Procedure Under the Policy.
In the event that principal and/or interest due on the Insured Obligations shall be paid
by BAM pursuant to the Policy, the Insured Obligations shall remain outstanding for
all purposes, not be defeased or otherwise satisfied and not be considered paid by the
Issuer, the assignment and pledge of the trust estate and all covenants, agreements
and other obligations of the Issuer to the registered owners shall continue to exist and
shall run to the benefit of BAM, and BAM shall be subrogated to the rights of such
registered owners.
In the event that on the second (2nd) business day prior to any payment date on the
Insured Obligations, the Paying Agent or Trustee has not received sufficient moneys
to pay all principal of and interest on the Insured Obligations due on such payment
date, the Paying Agent or Trustee shall immediately notify BAM or its designee on
the same business day by telephone or electronic mail, of the amount of the
deficiency. If any deficiency is made up in whole or in part prior to or on the
payment date, the Paying Agent or Trustee shall so notify BAM or its designee.
In addition, if the Paying Agent or Trustee has notice that any holder of the Insured
Obligations has been required to disgorge payments of principal of or interest on the
Insured Obligations pursuant to a final, non-appealable order by a court of competent
jurisdiction that such payment constitutes an avoidable preference to such holder
within the meaning of any applicable bankruptcy law, then the Paying Agent or
Trustee shall notify BAM or its designee of such fact by telephone or electronic mail,
or by overnight or other delivery service as to which a delivery receipt is signed by a
person authorized to accept delivery on behalf of BAM.
The Paying Agent or Trustee shall irrevocably be designated, appointed, directed and
authorized to act as attorney-in-fact for holders of the Insured Obligations as follows:

a) If there is a deficiency in amounts required to pay interest and/or principal on the
Insured Obligations, the Paying Agent or Trustee shall (i) execute and deliver to
BAM, in form satisfactory to BAM, an instrument appointing BAM as agent and
attorney-in-fact for such holders of the Insured Obligations in any legal
proceeding related to the payment and assignment to BAM of the claims for
interest on the Insured Obligations, (ii) receive as designee of the respective
holders (and not as Paying Agent) in accordance with the tenor of the Policy
payment from BAM with respect to the claims for interest so assigned, (iii)
segregate all such payments in a separate account (the “BAM Policy Payment
Account”) to only be used to make scheduled payments of principal of and
interest on the Insured Obligation, and (iv) disburse the same to such respective
holders; and
b) If there is a deficiency in amounts required to pay principal of the Insured
Obligations, the Paying Agent or Trustee shall (i) execute and deliver to BAM, in
form satisfactory to BAM, an instrument appointing BAM as agent and attorneyin-fact for such holder of the Insured Obligations in any legal proceeding related
to the payment of such principal and an assignment to BAM of the Insured
Obligations surrendered to BAM, (ii) receive as designee of the respective holders
(and not as Paying Agent) in accordance with the tenor of the Policy payment
therefore from BAM, (iii) segregate all such payments in the BAM Policy
Payment Account to only be used to make scheduled payments of principal of and
interest on the Insured Obligation, and (iv) disburse the same to such holders.
The Trustee shall designate any portion of payment of principal on Insured
Obligations paid by BAM, whether by virtue of mandatory sinking fund
redemption, maturity or other advancement of maturity, on its books as a
reduction in the principal amount of Insured Obligations registered to the then
current holder, whether DTC or its nominee or otherwise, and shall issue a
replacement Insured Obligation to BAM, registered in the name directed by
BAM, in a principal amount equal to the amount of principal so paid (without
regard to authorized denominations); provided that the Trustee's failure to so
designate any payment or issue any replacement Insured Obligation shall have no
effect on the amount of principal or interest payable by the Issuer on any Insured
Obligation or the subrogation or assignment rights of BAM.
Payments with respect to claims for interest on and principal of Insured Obligations
disbursed by the Paying Agent or Trustee from proceeds of the Policy shall not be
considered to discharge the obligation of the Issuer with respect to such Insured
Obligations, and BAM shall become the owner of such unpaid Insured Obligations and
claims for the interest in accordance with the tenor of the assignment made to it under the
provisions of the preceding paragraphs or otherwise. The Security Documents shall not
be discharged or terminated unless all amounts due or to become due to BAM have been
paid in full or duly provided for.

Irrespective of whether any such assignment is executed and delivered, the Issuer,
[Obligor] and the Paying Agent and Trustee agree for the benefit of BAM that:
a) They recognize that to the extent BAM makes payments directly or indirectly
(e.g., by paying through the Paying Agent or Trustee), on account of principal of
or interest on the Insured Obligations, BAM will be subrogated to the rights of
such holders to receive the amount of such principal and interest from the
Issuer/Obligor, with interest thereon, as provided and solely from the sources
stated in the Security Documents and the Insured Obligations; and
b) They will accordingly pay to BAM the amount of such principal and interest, with
interest thereon as provided in the transaction documents and the Insured
Obligations, but only from the sources and in the manner provided therein for the
payment of principal of and interest on the Insured Obligations to holders, and
will otherwise treat BAM as the owner of such rights to the amount of such
principal and interest.
8) Additional Payments. The [Issuer] [Obligor] agrees unconditionally that it will pay
or reimburse BAM on demand any and all reasonable charges, fees, costs, losses,
liabilities and expenses that BAM may pay or incur, including, but not limited to, fees
and expenses of BAM’s agents, attorneys, accountants, consultants, appraisers and
auditors and reasonable costs of investigations, in connection with the administration
(including waivers and consents, if any), enforcement, defense, exercise or
preservation of any rights and remedies in respect of the Security Documents
(“Administrative Costs”). For purposes of the foregoing, costs and expenses shall
include a reasonable allocation of compensation and overhead attributable to the time
of employees of BAM spent in connection with the actions described in the preceding
sentence. The [Issuer] [Obligor] agrees that failure to pay any Administrative Costs
on a timely basis will result in the accrual of interest on the unpaid amount at the Late
Payment Rate, compounded semi-annually, from the date that payment is first due to
BAM until the date BAM is paid in full.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the [Issuer][Obligor] agrees to pay
to BAM (i) a sum equal to the total of all amounts paid by BAM under the Policy
(“BAM Policy Payment”); and (ii) interest on such BAM Policy Payments from the
date paid by BAM until payment thereof in full by the [Issuer][Obligor], payable to
BAM at the Late Payment Rate per annum (collectively, “BAM Reimbursement
Amounts”) compounded semi-annually. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary,
including without limitation the post default application of revenue provisions, BAM
Reimbursement Amounts shall be, and the [Issuer][Obligor] hereby covenants and
agrees that the BAM Reimbursement Amounts are, payable from and secured by a
lien on and pledge of the same revenues and other collateral pledged to the Insured
Obligations on a parity with debt service due on the Insured Obligations.
9) Debt Service Reserve Fund. The prior written consent of BAM shall be a condition
precedent to the deposit of any credit instrument provided in lieu of a cash deposit

into the Debt Service Reserve Fund, if any. Amounts on deposit in the Debt Service
Reserve Fund shall be applied solely to the payment of debt service due on the
Insured Obligations.
10) Exercise of Rights by BAM. The rights granted to BAM under the Security
Documents to request, consent to or direct any action are rights granted to BAM in
consideration of its issuance of the Policy. Any exercise by BAM of such rights is
merely an exercise of the BAM’s contractual rights and shall not be construed or
deemed to be taken for the benefit, or on behalf, of the holders of the Insured
Obligations and such action does not evidence any position of BAM, affirmative or
negative, as to whether the consent of the holders of the Insured Obligations or any
other person is required in addition to the consent of BAM.
11) BAM shall be entitled to pay principal or interest on the Insured Obligations that shall
become Due for Payment but shall be unpaid by reason of Nonpayment by the Issuer
(as such terms are defined in the Policy) and any amounts due on the Insured
Obligations as a result of acceleration of the maturity thereof in accordance with the
Security Documents, whether or not BAM has received a claim upon the Policy.
12) So long as the Insured Obligations are outstanding or any amounts are due and
payable to BAM, the [Issuer/Obligor] shall not sell, lease, transfer, encumber or
otherwise dispose of the [System] or any material portion thereof, except upon
obtaining the prior written consent of BAM.
13) No contract shall be entered into or any action taken by which the rights of BAM or
security for or source of payment of the Insured Obligations may be impaired or
prejudiced in any material respect except upon obtaining the prior written consent of
BAM.
14) If an event of default occurs under any agreement pursuant to which any Obligation
of the [Issuer/Obligor] has been incurred or issued and that permits the holder of such
Obligation or trustee to accelerate the Obligation or otherwise exercise rights or
remedies that are adverse to the interest of the holders of the Insured Obligations or
BAM, as BAM may determine in its sole discretion, then an event of default shall be
deemed to have occurred under this [Indenture] and the related Security Documents
for which BAM or the Trustee, at the direction of BAM, shall be entitle to exercise all
available remedies under the Security Documents, at law and in equity. For purposes
of the foregoing "Obligation" shall mean any bonds, loans, certificates, installment or
lease payments or similar obligations that are payable and/or secured on a parity or
subordinate basis to the Insured Obligations.
15) Definitions.
“BAM” shall mean Build America Mutual Assurance Company, or any successor
thereto.

“Insured Obligations” shall mean the [bonds].
“Issuer” shall mean the [Authority].
“Late Payment Rate” means the lesser of (a) the greater of (i) the per annum rate of
interest, publicly announced from time to time by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., at its
principal office in The City of New York, New York, as its prime or base lending rate
(“Prime Rate”) (any change in such Prime Rate to be effective on the date such
change is announced by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.) plus 3%, and (ii) the then
applicable highest rate of interest on the Insured Obligations and (b) the maximum
rate permissible under applicable usury or similar laws limiting interest rates. In the
event JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., ceases to announce its Prime Rate, the Prime
Rate shall be the prime or base lending rate of such other bank, banking association or
trust company as BAM, in its sole and absolute discretion, shall designate. Interest at
the Late Payment Rate on any amount owing to BAM shall be computed on the basis
of the actual number of days elapsed in a year of 360 days.
“Obligor” shall mean the [______].
“Policy” shall mean the Municipal Bond Insurance Policy issued by BAM that
guarantees the scheduled payment of principal of and interest on the Insured
Obligations when due.
“Security Documents” shall mean the resolution, trust agreement, indenture,
ordinance, loan agreement, lease agreement, bond, note, certificate and/or any
additional or supplemental document executed in connection with the Insured
Obligations.

EXHIBIT B

DOCUMENT, PRINTING AND DISCLOSURE
INFORMATION FOR
PUBLIC FINANCE TRANSACTIONS

BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
DOCUMENT, PRINTING AND DISCLOSURE
INFORMATION FOR
PUBLIC FINANCE TRANSACTIONS
This information is intended for use by bond counsel, the underwriters, financial advisors, printers and
preparers of municipal bond offerings that will be insured in whole or in part by Build America Mutual
Assurance Company (“BAM”).
Prior to any reference to BAM in your marketing efforts, including, but not limited to any preliminary or
final Official Statement and any rating agency presentation, in respect of a BAM-insured issue, BAM must
receive an executed copy of its Commitment Letter. Blacklined copies of each draft of each transaction
document, preliminary and final official statements with Appendices, and bond form(s) should be
delivered to BAM for review and comment with reasonable opportunity to submit any comments prior to
printing or execution, but in any event not less than three business days prior to execution. Such
documents shall be delivered to the BAM attorney working on the transaction. If you are uncertain of the
proper person to whom to deliver the documents, please email the documents to:
documents@buildamerica.com. Please identify the issuer, obligor and issue name in the subject line of
the email.
BAM will deliver to Bond Counsel, at the pre-closing for any such municipal bond offering (such offering
to the extent insured by BAM, the “Insured Obligations”), assuming the requirements of the Commitment
Letter have been met,
•

an opinion of counsel as to the validity of the policy,

•

a disclosure, no default and tax certificate of BAM, the executed policy and

•

other certificates, if any, required in the transaction.

Prior to closing, BAM will obtain the rating letter from Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, a Standard &
Poor’s Financial Services LLC business, relating to any Insured Obligations. Note that any questions with
regards to rating agency fees should be directed to the rating agency.
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EXHIBIT 1

BAM DIRECTORY
Name
BAM ATTORNEYS
Brian Siper
CLOSING COORDINATORS
Nolan Miller
BAM ANALYST
Alexis Platis

Title

Telephone

Email

Deputy
Counsel

212-235-2562

bsiper@buildamerica.com

212-235-2511

nmiller@buildamerica.com

(212) 235-2524

aplatis@buildamerica.com

EXHIBIT 2
BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
(“BAM”)
DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
(FOR INCLUSION IN THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT)
The following are BAM’s requirements for printing the preliminary and final official statements:
1. Both the preliminary and final official statements must contain the information set forth in these
Exhibits and BAM must be provided with final drafts for its approval and sign off thereon at least
two business days prior to the printing thereof;
2. Any changes made to the BAM Disclosure Information for inclusion in the preliminary and final
official statements must first be approved by BAM, and
3. BAM must receive an electronic copy of the final official statement seven (7) days prior to
closing, unless BAM shall have agreed to some shorter period.

TO BE PRINTED ON THE COVER OF THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT:
The following language should be used when insuring:
1. THE ENTIRE ISSUE:
The scheduled payment of principal of and interest on the Bonds when due will be guaranteed under a
municipal bond insurance policy to be issued concurrently with the delivery of the Bonds by BUILD
AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.
2. CAPITAL APPRECIATION BONDS:
The scheduled payment of principal of (or, in the case of Capital Appreciation Bonds, the accreted value)
and interest on the Bonds when due will be guaranteed under a municipal bond insurance policy to be
issued concurrently with the delivery of the Bonds by BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.
3. PARTIAL MATURITIES (LESS THAN ENTIRE ISSUE):
The scheduled payment of principal of and interest on the Bonds maturing on
_ of the years
through
, inclusive, with CUSIP #(‘s)_________ (collectively, the “Insured Bonds”), when
due will be guaranteed under a municipal bond insurance policy to be issued concurrently with the
delivery of the Insured Bonds by BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.
4. CERTIFICATES OR NOTES:
Change all references from the Bonds to Certificates or Notes wherever necessary, but DO NOT change the
reference to the policy from Municipal Bond Insurance Policy.
PRINTER’S NOTE: USE BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
LOGO AND INK #PMS BLUE 2736; REDS 199, 201 AND 1817.

THE LOGO MAY BE OBTAINED FROM BAM’S WEBSITE
WWW.BUILDAMERICA.COM
THE LOGO MAY BE OBTAINED FROM BAM’S WEBSITE
TO BE PRINTED IN THE BODY OF THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT OR AS AN EXHIBIT
USE THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGE WHEN INSURING THE ENTIRE ISSUE:
NOTE: The language under the subheading “Bond Insurance Policy” should be modified when
insuring Capital Appreciation Bonds, Partial Maturities
(less than the entire issue), Certificates and/or Notes.
BOND INSURANCE
BOND INSURANCE POLICY
Concurrently with the issuance of the Bonds, Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“BAM”) will issue its
Municipal Bond Insurance Policy for the Bonds (the “Policy”). The Policy guarantees the scheduled payment of
principal of and interest on the Bonds when due as set forth in the form of the Policy included as an exhibit to this
Official Statement.
The Policy is not covered by any insurance security or guaranty fund established under New York, California,
Connecticut or Florida insurance law.
BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
BAM is a New York domiciled mutual insurance corporation and is licensed to conduct financial guaranty
insurance business in all fifty states of the United States and the District of Columbia. BAM provides credit
enhancement products solely to issuers in the U.S. public finance markets. BAM will only insure obligations of
states, political subdivisions, integral parts of states or political subdivisions or entities otherwise eligible for the
exclusion of income under section 115 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. No member of BAM
is liable for the obligations of BAM.
The address of the principal executive offices of BAM is: 200 Liberty Street, 27th Floor, New York, New York 10281,
its telephone number is: 212-235-2500, and its website is located at: www.buildamerica.com.
BAM is licensed and subject to regulation as a financial guaranty insurance corporation under the laws of the State
of New York and in particular Articles 41 and 69 of the New York Insurance Law.
BAM’s financial strength is rated “AA/Stable” by S&P Global Ratings, a business unit of Standard & Poor's Financial
Services LLC (“S&P”). An explanation of the significance of the rating and current reports may be obtained from
S&P at www.standardandpoors.com. The rating of BAM should be evaluated independently. The rating reflects the
S&P’s current assessment of the creditworthiness of BAM and its ability to pay claims on its policies of insurance.
The above rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold the Bonds, and such rating is subject to revision or
withdrawal at any time by S&P, including withdrawal initiated at the request of BAM in its sole discretion. Any
downward revision or withdrawal of the above rating may have an adverse effect on the market price of the Bonds.
BAM only guarantees scheduled principal and scheduled interest payments payable by the issuer of the Bonds on
the date(s) when such amounts were initially scheduled to become due and payable (subject to and in accordance
with the terms of the Policy), and BAM does not guarantee the market price or liquidity of the Bonds, nor does it
guarantee that the rating on the Bonds will not be revised or withdrawn.

Capitalization of BAM
BAM’s total admitted assets, total liabilities, and total capital and surplus, as of September 30, 2018 and as
prepared in accordance with statutory accounting practices prescribed or permitted by the New York State
Department of Financial Services were $524 million, $104.1 million and $419.9 million, respectively.
BAM is party to a first loss reinsurance treaty that provides first loss protection up to a maximum of 15% of the par
amount outstanding for each policy issued by BAM, subject to certain limitations and restrictions.
BAM’s most recent Statutory Annual Statement, which has been filed with the New York State Insurance
Department and posted on BAM’s website at www.buildamerica.com, is incorporated herein by reference and may
be obtained, without charge, upon request to BAM at its address provided above (Attention: Finance Department).
Future financial statements will similarly be made available when published.
BAM makes no representation regarding the Bonds or the advisability of investing in the Bonds. In addition, BAM
has not independently verified, makes no representation regarding, and does not accept any responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of this Official Statement or any information or disclosure contained herein, or omitted
herefrom, other than with respect to the accuracy of the information regarding BAM, supplied by BAM and
presented under the heading “BOND INSURANCE”.
Additional Information Available from BAM
Credit Insights Videos. For certain BAM-insured issues, BAM produces and posts a brief Credit Insights video that
provides a discussion of the obligor and some of the key factors BAM’s analysts and credit committee considered
when approving the credit for insurance. The Credit Insights videos are easily accessible on BAM's website at
buildamerica.com/creditinsights/. (The preceding website address is provided for convenience of reference only.
Information available at such address is not incorporated herein by reference.)
Credit Profiles. Prior to the pricing of bonds that BAM has been selected to insure, BAM may prepare a pre-sale
Credit Profile for those bonds. These pre-sale Credit Profiles provide information about the sector designation (e.g.
general obligation, sales tax); a preliminary summary of financial information and key ratios; and demographic and
economic data relevant to the obligor, if available. Subsequent to closing, for any offering that includes bonds
insured by BAM, any pre-sale Credit Profile will be updated and superseded by a final Credit Profile to include
information about the gross par insured by CUSIP, maturity and coupon. BAM pre-sale and final Credit Profiles are
easily accessible on BAM's website at buildamerica.com/obligor/. BAM will produce a Credit Profile for all bonds
insured by BAM, whether or not a pre-sale Credit Profile has been prepared for such bonds. (The preceding
website address is provided for convenience of reference only. Information available at such address is not
incorporated herein by reference.)
Disclaimers. The Credit Profiles and the Credit Insights videos and the information contained therein are not
recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities or to make any investment decisions. Credit-related and
other analyses and statements in the Credit Profiles and the Credit Insights videos are statements of opinion as of
the date expressed, and BAM assumes no responsibility to update the content of such material. The Credit Profiles
and Credit Insight videos are prepared by BAM; they have not been reviewed or approved by the issuer of or the
underwriter for the Bonds, and the issuer and underwriter assume no responsibility for their content.
BAM receives compensation (an insurance premium) for the insurance that it is providing with respect to the
Bonds. Neither BAM nor any affiliate of BAM has purchased, or committed to purchase, any of the Bonds, whether
at the initial offering or otherwise.

The Bond Insurance language for the Official Statement under the subheading “Bond Insurance
Policy” should be replaced with the following language when insuring:
1.

CAPITAL APPRECIATION BONDS:
Concurrently with the issuance of the Bonds, Build America Mutual Assurance Company
(“BAM”) will issue its Municipal Bond Insurance Policy for the Bonds (the “Policy”). The
Policy guarantees the scheduled payment of principal of (or, in the case of Capital
Appreciation Bonds, the accreted value) and interest on the Bonds when due as set forth in
the form of the Policy included as an exhibit to this Official Statement.

2.

PARTIAL MATURITIES (LESS THAN THE ENTIRE ISSUE):
Concurrently with the issuance of the Bonds, Build America Mutual Assurance Company
(“BAM”) will issue its Municipal Bond Insurance Policy (the “Policy”) for the Bonds
maturing on
of the years
through
, inclusive, with CUSIP
#’s____ (collectively, the “Insured Bonds”). The Policy guarantees the scheduled payment of
principal of and interest on the Insured Bonds when due as set forth in the form of the
Policy included as an exhibit to this Official Statement.

3.

CERTIFICATES OR NOTES:
Change all references from the Bonds to Certificates or Notes wherever necessary, but DO
NOT change the reference to the policy from Municipal Bond Insurance Policy.

TO BE PRINTED ON THE INSIDE COVER OF OFFICIAL STATEMENT
AS PART OF THE DISCLAIMER STATEMENT:
Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“BAM”) makes no representation regarding the Bonds or the
advisability of investing in the Bonds. In addition, BAM has not independently verified, makes no
representation regarding, and does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of this
Official Statement or any information or disclosure contained herein, or omitted herefrom, other than
with respect to the accuracy of the information regarding BAM, supplied by BAM and presented under
the heading “Bond Insurance” and “Exhibit __ - Specimen Municipal Bond Insurance Policy”.

EXHIBIT 3
Specimen Municipal Bond Insurance Policy

MUNICIPAL BOND
INSURANCE POLICY

ISSUER: [NAME OF ISSUER]

Policy No: _____

MEMBER: [NAME OF MEMBER]
BONDS: $__________ in aggregate principal
amount of [NAME OF TRANSACTION]
[and maturing on]

Effective Date: _________

Risk Premium: $__________
Member Surplus Contribution: $ _________
Total Insurance Payment: $_________
BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY (“BAM”), for consideration received, hereby UNCONDITIONALLY AND
IRREVOCABLY agrees to pay to the trustee (the “Trustee”) or paying agent (the “Paying Agent”) for the Bonds named above (as set forth in the
documentation providing for the issuance and securing of the Bonds), for the benefit of the Owners or, at the election of BAM, directly to each
Owner, subject only to the terms of this Policy (which includes each endorsement hereto), that portion of the principal of and interest on the Bonds
that shall become Due for Payment but shall be unpaid by reason of Nonpayment by the Issuer.
On the later of the day on which such principal and interest becomes Due for Payment or the first Business Day following the Business Day
on which BAM shall have received Notice of Nonpayment, BAM will disburse (but without duplication in the case of duplicate claims for the same
Nonpayment) to or for the benefit of each Owner of the Bonds, the face amount of principal of and interest on the Bonds that is then Due for
Payment but is then unpaid by reason of Nonpayment by the Issuer, but only upon receipt by BAM, in a form reasonably satisfactory to it, of (a)
evidence of the Owner’s right to receive payment of such principal or interest then Due for Payment and (b) evidence, including any appropriate
instruments of assignment, that all of the Owner’s rights with respect to payment of such principal or interest that is Due for Payment shall thereupon
vest in BAM. A Notice of Nonpayment will be deemed received on a given Business Day if it is received prior to 1:00 p.m. (New York time) on such
Business Day; otherwise, it will be deemed received on the next Business Day. If any Notice of Nonpayment received by BAM is incomplete, it
shall be deemed not to have been received by BAM for purposes of the preceding sentence, and BAM shall promptly so advise the Trustee, Paying
Agent or Owner, as appropriate, any of whom may submit an amended Notice of Nonpayment. Upon disbursement under this Policy in respect of a
Bond and to the extent of such payment, BAM shall become the owner of such Bond, any appurtenant coupon to such Bond and right to receipt of
payment of principal of or interest on such Bond and shall be fully subrogated to the rights of the Owner, including the Owner’s right to receive
payments under such Bond. Payment by BAM either to the Trustee or Paying Agent for the benefit of the Owners, or directly to the Owners, on
account of any Nonpayment shall discharge the obligation of BAM under this Policy with respect to said Nonpayment.
Except to the extent expressly modified by an endorsement hereto, the following terms shall have the meanings specified for all purposes of
this Policy. “Business Day” means any day other than (a) a Saturday or Sunday or (b) a day on which banking institutions in the State of New York
or the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent (as defined herein) are authorized or required by law or executive order to remain closed. “Due for Payment” means (a)
when referring to the principal of a Bond, payable on the stated maturity date thereof or the date on which the same shall have been duly called for
mandatory sinking fund redemption and does not refer to any earlier date on which payment is due by reason of call for redemption (other than by
mandatory sinking fund redemption), acceleration or other advancement of maturity (unless BAM shall elect, in its sole discretion, to pay such
principal due upon such acceleration together with any accrued interest to the date of acceleration) and (b) when referring to interest on a Bond,
payable on the stated date for payment of interest. “Nonpayment” means, in respect of a Bond, the failure of the Issuer to have provided sufficient
funds to the Trustee or, if there is no Trustee, to the Paying Agent for payment in full of all principal and interest that is Due for Payment on such
Bond. “Nonpayment” shall also include, in respect of a Bond, any payment made to an Owner by or on behalf of the Issuer of principal or interest
that is Due for Payment, which payment has been recovered from such Owner pursuant to the United States Bankruptcy Code in accordance with a
final, nonappealable order of a court having competent jurisdiction. “Notice” means delivery to BAM of a notice of claim and certificate, by certified
mail, email or telecopy as set forth on the attached Schedule or other acceptable electronic delivery, in a form satisfactory to BAM, from and signed
by an Owner, the Trustee or the Paying Agent, which notice shall specify (a) the person or entity making the claim, (b) the Policy Number, (c) the
claimed amount, (d) payment instructions and (e) the date such claimed amount becomes or became Due for Payment. “Owner” means, in respect of
a Bond, the person or entity who, at the time of Nonpayment, is entitled under the terms of such Bond to payment thereof, except that “Owner” shall
not include the Issuer, the Member or any other person or entity whose direct or indirect obligation constitutes the underlying security for the Bonds.

BAM may appoint a fiscal agent (the “Insurer’s Fiscal Agent”) for purposes of this Policy by giving written notice to the Trustee, the
Paying Agent, the Member and the Issuer specifying the name and notice address of the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent. From and after the date of receipt of
such notice by the Trustee, the Paying Agent, the Member or the Issuer (a) copies of all notices required to be delivered to BAM pursuant to this
Policy shall be simultaneously delivered to the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent and to BAM and shall not be deemed received until received by both and (b) all
payments required to be made by BAM under this Policy may be made directly by BAM or by the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent on behalf of BAM. The
Insurer’s Fiscal Agent is the agent of BAM only, and the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent shall in no event be liable to the Trustee, Paying Agent or any Owner
for any act of the Insurer’s Fiscal Agent or any failure of BAM to deposit or cause to be deposited sufficient funds to make payments due under this
Policy.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, BAM agrees not to assert, and hereby waives, only for the benefit of each Owner, all
rights (whether by counterclaim, setoff or otherwise) and defenses (including, without limitation, the defense of fraud), whether acquired by
subrogation, assignment or otherwise, to the extent that such rights and defenses may be available to BAM to avoid payment of its obligations under
this Policy in accordance with the express provisions of this Policy. This Policy may not be canceled or revoked.
This Policy sets forth in full the undertaking of BAM and shall not be modified, altered or affected by any other agreement or instrument,
including any modification or amendment thereto. Except to the extent expressly modified by an endorsement hereto, any premium paid in respect of
this Policy is nonrefundable for any reason whatsoever, including payment, or provision being made for payment, of the Bonds prior to maturity.
THIS POLICY IS NOT COVERED BY THE PROPERTY/CASUALTY INSURANCE SECURITY FUND SPECIFIED IN ARTICLE 76 OF THE
NEW YORK INSURANCE LAW. THIS POLICY IS ISSUED WITHOUT CONTINGENT MUTUAL LIABILITY FOR ASSESSMENT.
In witness whereof, BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY has caused this Policy to be executed on its behalf by its
Authorized Officer.

BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
By:

_______________________________________
Authorized Officer

Notices (Unless Otherwise Specified by BAM)
Email:
claims@buildamerica.com
Address:
200 Liberty Street, 27th floor
New York, New York 10281
Telecopy:
212-962-1524 (attention: Claims)

EXHIBIT 4
STATEMENT OF INSURANCE
(Language for the Bond Form)
This form is not to be included in the Official Statement.
The Bonds shall bear a Statement of Insurance in the following form.
The following language should be used when insuring
1.

THE ENTIRE ISSUE:
Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“BAM”), New York, New York, has delivered its
municipal bond insurance policy (the “Policy”) with respect to the scheduled payments due
of principal of and interest on this Bond to {insert name of paying agent or trustee},
{city or county}, {state}, or its successor, [as paying agent for the Bonds (the “Paying
Agent”)] [as trustee for the Bonds (the “Trustee”)]. Said Policy is on file and available for
inspection at the principal office of the [Paying Agent] [Trustee] and a copy thereof may be
obtained from BAM or the [Paying Agent] [Trustee]. All payments required to be made
under the Policy shall be made in accordance with the provisions thereof. By its purchase
of these Bonds, the owner acknowledges and consents (i) to the subrogation and all other
rights of BAM as more fully set forth in the Policy and (ii) that upon the occurrence and
continuance of a default or an event of default under the Resolution or this Bond, BAM shall
be deemed to be the sole owner of the Bonds for all purposes and shall be entitled to
control and direct the enforcement of all rights and remedies granted to the owners of the
Bonds or the trustee, paying agent, registrar or similar agent for the benefit of such owners
under the [Resolution/Ordinance/Indenture], at law or in equity.

2.

CAPITAL APPRECIATION BONDS:
Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“BAM”), New York, New York, has delivered its
municipal bond insurance policy (the “Policy”) with respect to the scheduled payments due
of principal of (or, in the case of Capital Appreciation Bonds, the accreted value) and
interest on this Bond to {insert name of paying agent or trustee}, {city or county},
{state}, or its successor, as [paying agent for the Bonds (the “Paying Agent”)] as trustee for
the Bonds (the “Trustee”)]. Said Policy is on file and available for inspection at the
principal office of the [Paying Agent] [Trustee] and a copy thereof may be obtained from
BAM or the [Paying Agent] [Trustee]. All payments required to be made under the Policy
shall be made in accordance with the provisions thereof. By its purchase of these Bonds,
the owner acknowledges and consents (i) to the subrogation and all other rights of BAM as
more fully set forth in the Policy and (ii) that upon the occurrence and continuance of a
default or an event of default under the Resolution or this Bond, BAM shall be deemed to be
the sole owner of the Bonds for all purposes and shall be entitled to control and direct the
enforcement of all rights and remedies granted to the owners of the Bonds or the trustee,
paying agent, registrar or similar agent for the benefit of such owners under the
[Resolution/Ordinance/Indenture], at law or in equity.

3.

PARTIAL MATURITIES (LESS THAN ENTIRE ISSUE):

Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“BAM”), New York, New York, has delivered its
municipal bond insurance policy (the “Policy”) with respect to the scheduled payments due
of principal of and interest on this Bonds maturing on
of the years
through
___, inclusive (the “Insured Bonds”), to {insert name of paying agent or
trustee}, {city or county}, {state}, or its successor, [as paying agent for the Bonds (the
“Paying Agent”)] [as trustee for the Bonds (the “Trustee”)]. Said Policy is on file and
available for inspection at the principal office of the [Paying Agent] [Trustee] and a copy
thereof may be obtained from BAM or the [Paying Agent] [Trustee]. All payments required
to be made under the Policy shall be made in accordance with the provisions thereof. By its
purchase of these Bonds, the owner acknowledges and consents (i) to the subrogation and
all other rights of BAM as more fully set forth in the Policy and (ii) that upon the occurrence
and continuance of a default or an event of default under the Resolution or this Bond, BAM
shall be deemed to be the sole owner of the Bonds for all purposes and shall be entitled to
control and direct the enforcement of all rights and remedies granted to the owners of the
Bonds or the trustee, paying agent, registrar or similar agent for the benefit of such owners
under the [Resolution/Ordinance/Indenture], at law or in equity.
4.

CERTIFICATES OR NOTES:
Change all references from the Bonds to Certificates or Notes wherever necessary, but DO
NOT change the reference to the policy from Municipal Bond Insurance Policy.

EXHIBIT 5
PROCEDURES FOR PREMIUM PAYMENT
TO BAM
This form is not to be included in the Official Statement.
BAM’s issuance of its municipal bond insurance policy at bond closing is contingent upon payment and
receipt of the premium. NO POLICY MAY BE RELEASED UNTIL PAYMENT OF SUCH AMOUNT HAS BEEN
CONFIRMED. Set forth below are the procedures to be followed for confirming the amount of the
premium to be paid and for paying such amount:
Upon determination of the final debt service schedule, email or fax such
schedule to the appropriate BAM Underwriter
Alexis Platis
Phone No.: (212) 235-2524
Email: aplatis@buildamerica.com
Confirm with the individual in our underwriting department that you are in agreement with
respect to par and premium on the transaction prior to the closing date.
Payment Date:

Date of Delivery of the Insured Bonds.

Method of Payment: Wire transfer of Federal Funds.
Wire Transfer Instructions:
Bank:
ABA#:
Acct. Name:
Account No.:
Policy No.:

First Republic Bank
321081669
Build America Mutual Assurance Company
80001613703
[To Be Assigned] – (Include in OBI Field)
CONFIRMATION OF PREMIUM

BAM will accept as confirmation of the premium payment a wire transfer number and the name of the
sending bank, to be communicated to the Closing Coordinator on the closing date:
Miranda Ganzer

(212) 235-2535

Patrice James

(212) 235-2559

Claudette Littlejohn

(212) 235-2572

Nolan Miller

(212) 235-2511

EXHIBIT C
BAM LEGAL OPINION AND CERTIFICATE

[CLOSING DATE]
[ADDRESSEES (ISSUER, UNDERWRITER AND TRUSTEE)]
Re: Municipal Bond Insurance Policy No. [POLICY NO.] With Respect to
$______ [Name of Issuer] (the “Issuer”)
______ Bonds, Series _____ (the “Bonds”)
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am Counsel of Build America Mutual Assurance Company, a New York mutual
insurance company (“BAM”). You have requested my opinion in such capacity as to
the matters set forth below in connection with the issuance by BAM of its abovereferenced policy (the “Policy”). In that regard, and for purposes of this opinion, I
have examined such corporate records, documents and proceedings as I have
deemed necessary and appropriate.
Based upon the foregoing, I am of the opinion that:
1.

BAM is a mutual insurance company duly organized and validly
existing under the laws of the State of New York and authorized
to transact financial guaranty insurance business therein.

2.

The Policy has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by
BAM.

3.

The Policy constitutes the valid and binding obligation of BAM,
enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject, as to the
enforcement of remedies, to bankruptcy, insolvency,
reorganization, rehabilitation, moratorium and other similar
laws affecting the enforceability of creditors' rights generally
applicable in the event of the bankruptcy or insolvency of BAM
and to the application of general principles of equity.

4.

The issuance of the Policy qualifies [the Issuer] as a member of
BAM until [the Bonds] are no longer outstanding. As a member
of BAM, [the Issuer] is entitled to certain rights and privileges as
provided in BAM’s charter and by-laws and as may otherwise be
provided under New York law. The Policy is non-assessable and
creates no contingent mutual liability.

In addition, please be advised that I have reviewed the description of the Policy
under the caption “BOND INSURANCE” in the official statement relating to the
above-referenced Bonds dated [DATE] (the “Official Statement”). There has not
come to my attention any information which would cause me to believe that the
description of the Policy referred to above, as of the date of the Official Statement or

as of the date of this opinion, contains any untrue statement of a material fact or
omits to state a material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in the light
of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. Please be
advised that I express no opinion with respect to any information contained in, or
omitted from, “the Official Statement”.
I am a member of the Bar of the State of New York, and do not express any opinion
as to any law other than the laws of the State of New York.
This letter and the legal opinions herein are intended for the information solely of
the addresses hereof and solely for the purposes of the transactions described in the
Official Statement and are not to be relied upon by any other person or entity
(including, without limitation, any person or entity that acquires bonds from an
addressee of this letter.) I do not undertake to advise you of matters that may come
to my attention subsequent to the date hereof that may affect the conclusions
expressed herein.

Very truly yours,

DISCLOSURE, NO DEFAULT AND TAX CERTIFICATE OF
BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
The undersigned hereby certifies on behalf of BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL ASSURANCE
COMPANY (“BAM”), in connection with the issuance by BAM of its Policy No. [POLICY NO.]
(the “Policy”) in respect of the [$AMOUNT] [NAME OF TRANSACTION] (the “Bonds”) that:
(i)
The information set forth under the caption “BOND INSURANCE-BUILD AMERICA
MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY” in the official statement dated [DATE], relating to the
Bonds (the “Official Statement”) is true and correct;
(ii)
BAM is not currently in default nor has BAM ever been in default under any policy or
obligation guaranteeing the payment of principal of or interest on an obligation;
(iii) The Policy is an unconditional and recourse obligation of BAM (enforceable by or on
behalf of the holders of the Bonds) to pay the scheduled principal of and interest on the
Bonds when due in the event of Nonpayment by the Issuer (as set forth in the Policy);
(iv) The insurance payment (inclusive of the sum of the Risk Premium and the Member
Surplus Contribution) (the “Insurance Payment”) is solely a charge for the transfer of
credit risk and was determined in arm's length negotiations and is required to be paid to
BAM as a condition to the issuance of the Policy;
(v)
BAM will, for federal income tax purposes, treat the Insurance Payment as solely in
consideration for the insurance risk it assumes in the Policy and not as consideration for an
investment in BAM or its assets;
(vi) No portion of such Insurance Payment represents an indirect payment of costs of
issuance, including rating agency fees, other than fees paid by BAM to maintain its rating,
which, together with all other overhead expenses of BAM, are taken into account in the
formulation of its rate structure, or for the provision of additional services by BAM, or
represents a direct or indirect payment for any goods or services provided to the Issuer
(including the right to receive a dividend), or the direct or indirect payment for a cost, risk
or other element that is not customarily borne by insurers of tax-exempt bonds (in
transactions in which the guarantor has no involvement other than as a guarantor);
(vii) BAM is not providing any services in connection with the Bonds other than
providing the Policy, and except for the Insurance Payment, BAM will not use any portion
of the Bond proceeds;
(viii) Except for payments under the Policy in the case of Nonpayment by the Issuer, there
is no obligation to pay any amount of principal or interest on the Bonds by BAM;
(ix) (a) BAM has not paid any dividends to date, (b) BAM’s Board of Directors has
resolved that BAM’s priorities for surplus, as it accumulates, will be to preserve capital
strength and claims paying resources for the benefit of its members and secondarily to

return value by reducing premiums charged for its insurance, and (c) BAM has no current
expectation that any dividends will be paid;
(x)
BAM does not expect that a claim or any other payment will be made on or with
respect to the Policy or by BAM to the Issuer; and
(xi) Neither the Issuer nor any other Obligor is entitled to a refund of the Insurance
Payment for the Policy in the event a Bond is retired before the final maturity date.
BAM makes no representation as to the nature of the interest to be paid on the Bonds or
the treatment of the Policy under Section 1.148-4(f) of the Income Tax Regulations.

BUILD AMERICA MUTUAL
ASSURANCE COMPANY
B
y
:
Authorized Officer
Dated: [CLOSING DATE]

Primary Market Disclosure Certificate
[Bond Description] (the “Insured Bonds”)
For the benefit of _____________________________ (the “Issuer”), and acknowledging that the
Issuer will be relying on the contents hereof in addressing certain tax and disclosure items
and for other matters, Build America Mutual Assurance Company (“Build America”) makes
the following representations and warranties as of the date hereof:
1.
Neither Build America nor any affiliate of Build America has purchased, or has
committed to purchase, any of the Insured Bonds, whether at the initial offering or
otherwise;
2.
Neither Build America nor any affiliate of Build America has entered into any
agreement or understanding regarding the purchase or sale of the Insured Bonds, except
for the insurance policies that Build America has provided regarding payments due under
the Insured Bonds and the documentation associated with said insurance policies.
For the purposes of this certificate, “affiliate of Build America” means a person or entity
that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls or is controlled by,
or is under common control with, Build America.
[dated as of the closing date]
Build America Mutual Assurance Company
By

__________________________________________________
Authorized Officer

